IT ASSESSMENT
How efficient and secure is your organization’s IT environment? When is
the last time an assessment was run on your systems to check for issues
and areas of opportunity? Without a thorough IT assessment, you might
be running at lower proficiency and there could be openings in your
infrastructure that could lead to potential network downtime, cyber
threats, hacks, and data loss.
This IT assessment collects and compares multiple data points to
discover hard to detect issues, measure risk, prioritize areas of
improvement and recommend realistic corrections and enhancements.

4 Benefits of an
IT Assessment

Non-Intrusive IT Assessments
In most cases the scans are completed in well under an hour. Our
assessment team gathers data in a safely encrypted file and leave no
traces of our activity.
Risk Scoring
We use specially designed algorithms to uncover and assess threats to
your network. Your risk score allows you to prioritize the remediation of
individual issues and measure network health over time.
Network Health and Resiliency
Internet outages are frequent among all service providers and even
carriers with the best reputations can’t prevent a backhoe from cutting a
fiber optic link. Our experts examine your network to identify areas of
vulnerability, from connectivity and bandwidth allocations through
security.
How does an IT Assessment work?
1. Meeting: We meet with you to better understand your systems
and answer your questions.
2. Scanning: We run our non-intrusive scans of your network.
3. Reporting: A concise, meaningful report is produced for your
company to review.
4. Reviewing: We meet with you to review risks and offer our
recommendations.
It’s just that easy! Scheduled your assessment today.
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